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Abstract— This paper provides an overview of the recent
research efforts on the integration of machine learning and
model predictive control under uncertainty. The paper is
organized as a collection of four major categories: learning
models from system data and prior knowledge; learning control
policy parameters from closed-loop performance data; learning
efficient approximations of iterative online optimization from
policy data; and learning optimal cost-to-go representations
from closed-loop performance data. In addition to reviewing
the relevant literature, the paper also offers perspectives for
future research in each of these areas.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model predictive control (MPC) has become the prime
technology for optimization-based control of constrained,
multivariable systems [1], [2], with diverse applications
ranging from manufacturing and energy systems to automotive systems and robotics [3]. A great deal of MPC
research in the past two decades has focused on model
uncertainty handling to realize safe and robust closed-loop
MPC performance in spite of, for example, inadequate data
for system identification, restrictive model classes, or presence of exogenous disturbances. While robust and stochastic
MPC strategies [4]–[6] enable a systematic treatment of
various sources of system uncertainty affecting the MPC
performance, mainly to ensure constraint satisfaction with
respect to certain disturbance or uncertainty classes, they
follow a strict separation between the offline MPC design and
closed-loop application during which the controller remains
largely unchanged. Such a paradigm for uncertainty handling
may severely limit the MPC performance and compromise
constraint satisfaction for complex dynamical systems with
hard-to-model and time-varying behavior, e.g., in situations
where a priori system knowledge and/or data is unavailable.
The proliferation of machine learning (ML) and artificial
intelligence (AI), combined with the availability of increased
computational and sensing capabilities in modern control
systems, has led to a rapidly growing interest in the use
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of learning and data-driven techniques for MPC [7]. While
most research in this area has focused on automatic and
data-driven adaptation of the prediction model or uncertainty
description, the opportunities for machine learning extend far
beyond model improvement and adaption.
In this paper, we give an overview of the recent research
efforts on the fusion of ML and MPC under uncertainty
and discuss perspectives for future research in this rapidly
evolving field. To this end, we first provide a broad overview
of MPC for uncertain systems in order to motivate and
frame these efforts. Consider the following representation of
a nominal (or certainty equivalence) MPC problem
min Jf (xN |t , t + N ) +
Ut

N
−1
X

ℓ(xk|t , uk|t , t + k),

(1a)

k=0

s.t. xk+1|t = f (xk|t , uk|t , t + k),

(1b)

(xk|t , uk|t ) ∈ Z,

(1c)

xN |t ∈ Xf ,

(1d)

x0|t = xt ,

∀k = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(1e)

Here, (1a) defines the total cost function that is composed of
a sum of stage costs ℓ(·) over the prediction horizon N and
a terminal cost Jf (·). The recursive equation (1b) defines
the predicted dynamics of the system in which a (potentially
time-varying) model of the true system, denoted by f (·), is
used to predict the future system state xk|t given changes in
the control input uk|t . The subscript k|t on any variable is
used to denote the prediction of the variable k-steps ahead of
the current time index t. (1c) represents fairly general mixed
path constraints on the predicted states and inputs. The set
Z often decomposes into a form such as Z = X × U, where
xk|t ∈ X denotes the state constraints and uk|t ∈ U denotes
the control input constraints. The terminal constraint (1d) can
be used to restrict the allowable values of the state at the end
of the prediction horizon; the set Xf can be used to ensure
constraint satisfaction is possible for time steps beyond the
prediction horizon when properly chosen (see, e.g., [8] for a
detailed discussion on set invariance in the context of MPC).
Lastly, (1e) specifies the initial state condition in terms of the
true state xt . Here, we assume the true system state can be
perfectly measured for simplicity of exposition, but there has
been significant work on the more general output feedback
MPC that requires an additional state estimation step.
The decision variables in the MPC problem (1) are the
control inputs over the prediction horizon, denoted by Ut =

{u0|t , u1|t , . . . , uN −1|t }. Let Ut⋆ (xt , t) denote the optimal
control input sequence that solves (1) at the current time t.
The key idea in MPC is to implement only the first element
of this optimal input sequence, which will be re-planned once
a new state value is measured. This procedure implicitly
defines a feedback control law π MPC (xt , t) = u⋆0|t (xt , t),
where u⋆0|t (xt , t) is the first element of Ut⋆ (xt , t). Although
π MPC provides some degree of inherent robustness to system
uncertainty due to feedback from xt , it may not be sufficient
to handle large uncertainties that may arise from errors in the
model structure and/or parameters, or significant exogenous
disturbances. Thus, as discussed above, there have been
significant efforts to develop MPC strategies that are by
design robust. Broadly speaking, these strategies modify the
formulation (1) to include prediction models that explicitly
incorporate uncertainty into the predictions.
A fairly general way to represent system uncertainties is in
the form of stochastic variables [6]. Accordingly, the MPC of
uncertain systems can take the general form of a closed-loop
stochastic MPC (CL-SMPC) problem as follows
(
)
N
−1
X
min E Jf (xN |t , t + N ) +
ℓ(xk|t , uk|t , t + k) ,
Πt

k=0

(2a)
s.t. xk+1|t = f (xk|t , uk|t , t + k, wk|t , θt ),

(2b)

uk|t = µk|t (x0|t , . . . , xk|t ),

Pr (xk|t , uk|t ) ∈ Z ≥ β,

Pr xN |t ∈ Xf ≥ βf ,

(2d)

wk|t ∼ Pwk|t (·|xk|t , uk|t , t + k), θt ∼ Pθt ,

(2f)

x0|t = xt , ∀k = 1, . . . , N − 1,

(2g)

(2c)
(2e)

where (2a) is similar to (1a), except we now must take an
expectation E{·} of the cost function with respect to the
random predicted disturbance sequence {w0|t , . . . , wN −t|t }
and the random variable θt that represents model parameter
uncertainty; (2b) is the stochastic prediction model that
defines the evolution of the random state over time; (2c)
specifies the current control input in terms of a control law
µk|t , which is generally a function that can make use of
all information in the form of state measurements up until
the current time step; (2d) and (2e) are analogous to (1c)
and (1d), respectively, but stated as chance constraints due
to the inclusion of stochastic uncertainties; (2f) specifies
the probability distributions of the predicted disturbance
sequence and model parameter uncertainty; and the initial
condition (2g) remains exactly the same as (1e).
The decision variables in the CL-SMPC problem are the
control policies over the prediction horizon, denoted by
Πt = {µ0|t , . . . , µN −1|t }. Let Π⋆t (xt , t) denote the optimal
control policy sequence that solves (2) at the current time
index t. Similarly to nominal MPC, we look to implement
this implicitly defined feedback controller in a recedinghorizon fashion, which induces the CL-SMPC control law
π CL-SMPC (xt , t) = µ⋆0|t (x0|t ; xt , t),

(3)

where µ⋆0|t is the first element of the optimal control policy
sequence Π⋆t (xt , t). Although CL-SMPC has the potential
to greatly improve robustness to system uncertainties when
compared to nominal MPC, it is not tractable to evaluate
π CL-SMPC by solving (2) at every time index t. The two
fundamental challenges in solving (2) are: (i) Πt is composed of a sequence of functions that can arbitrarily map
the states to control inputs, which are infinite dimensional
objects that cannot be optimized over using readily available
methods; and (ii) the probabilistic operators that appear
in the cost and chance constraint functions involve highdimensional integrals over generally nonlinear functions and
support sets. In fact, robust and stochastic MPC strategies
look to approximate (2) in view of these challenges (e.g.,
[4]–[6]). Many of these strategies are capable of providing
robust or probabilistic stability and constraint satisfaction
guarantees under certain modifications to (2), though these
guarantees may be conservative due to the suboptimality of
the introduced approximations. There is typically a natural
tradeoff between the accuracy of the control policy approximation, as well as uncertainty propagation, and the resulting
computational cost. Yet, there has been limited research on
the relationship between the policy representation and the
corresponding uncertainty propagation technique.
The focus of this paper is on how ML techniques can be
effectively fused with MPC under uncertainty formulations
that in essence approximate the CL-SMPC problem (2).
ML can aid in the automated and data-driven adaptation or
generation of different elements of these MPC formulations
such that the closed-loop control performance with respect
to that of the desired theoretical performance attained by
exactly solving (2) is improved. The ways in which ML can
assist the design of MPC under uncertainty are diverse. This
paper is organized as a collection of contributions to discuss
four major categories in learning-assisted MPC design under
uncertainty:
1) Learning model and uncertainty descriptions from
system data (Section II): The MPC performance and
computational cost critically hinge on the availability
of a sufficiently accurate and suitable model of system dynamics and its uncertainty descriptions for the
application at hand. System data can be used to automatically adapt model descriptions during closed-loop
operation, or in between operation episodes. Section II
is led by Kim Wabersich, Angela Schoellig and Melanie
Zeilinger.
2) Learning control policy parameters from closedloop performance data (Section III): Approximate
parameterizations of the general control policy in (2)
typically involve several choices and parameters. These
control design choices, along with the typical MPC
tuning parameters, can be viewed as hyperparameters of
the MPC under uncertainty formulations, which can be
automatically selected using closed-loop performance
data. Section III is led by Joel Paulson.
3) Learning efficient approximations of iterative online

optimization methods from policy data (Section IV):
Approximations of the CL-SMPC control law (3) may
still be computationally expensive to evaluate in realtime, particularly for fast-sampling systems. Furthermore, online optimization algorithms may have large
working memory requirements that prevent their use in
certain embedded control applications. Open- or closedloop data of the implicitly-defined MPC law, generated
offline, can be used to learn explicit and cheap-toevaluate control laws. Section IV is led by Sergio Lucia.
4) Learning optimal cost-to-go representations from
closed-loop performance data (Section V): The CLSMPC problem (2) itself is an approximation of an
underlying “true” stochastic optimal control problem,
whose optimality conditions can be expressed as a
stochastic dynamic program. Problem (2) has a close relationship with Bellman’s optimality conditions, which
constitute the basis for a large family of reinforcement
learning (RL) methods. Not only can we interpret (2)
in terms of a specific class of RL methods, we can
actually combine MPC and RL together to potentially
improve closed-loop performance over time. One such
example would be using RL to determine a better costto-go representation using performance data generated
in a closed-loop fashion. Section V is led by Thomas
Badgwell, Joel Paulson, and Ali Mesbah.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss these categories.
We argue how the learning problem in each of these categories can be tackled using the “right” choice of data (e.g.,
system data or closed-loop performance data) and structure
of a learnable model that can range from parametric datadriven representations to universal function approximators.
II. L EARNING S YSTEM M ODEL AND U NCERTAINTY
D ESCRIPTIONS
Improved sensing and computational capabilities have
led to a paradigm shift in model-based control from firstprinciples approaches that require relatively few measurements to fully data-enabled (grey-box) models. The corresponding developments extend the field of system identification [9] towards more complex model structures and
towards robust or probabilistic models. They have showcased
improved controller performance with reduced manual modeling effort. In particular, MPC has seen significant success
in this regard as it provides systematic handling of constraints
and allows for a principled integration of data-driven models.
While we focus on models related to learning-based MPC
research [7, Section 3], simulation environments can equally
benefit from the presented methods for reliable tuning of
model-free controllers and closed-loop system verification.
An important aspect that we do not cover here is the design
of experiments to obtain information-rich data from a system
in a safe and efficient manner. While the application of
open-loop input signals can be sufficient in case of linear
systems [9], nonlinear systems typically require closed-loop
excitation mechanisms, which is an active field of research,
see, for example, [10], [11].

We consider discrete-time dynamical systems of the form
x(k + 1) = ftrue (x(k), u(k), k, w(k), θtrue ),

(4)

where x(k) ∈ Rnx is the system state and u(k) ∈ Rnu
is the applied input at time step k. The quantity w(k)
is a sequence of random variables with known bound or
distribution, typically describing the effects of external systems and the environment such as wind or temperature,
which can vary at every sampling time. The subscript ‘true’
in (4) highlights the true but often unknown quantities of the
control system, which we categorize into structural uncertainties of the model ftrue and parametric uncertainties of
the parameters θtrue . Structural uncertainty can be induced,
for example, by simplifications made when deriving firstprinciple models, such as linear friction models or neglected
complex aerodynamic effects. Parametric uncertainties θtrue
quantify uncertain system characteristics that are constant
for all times. Such parametric uncertainties often occur in
grey-box models, for example, in the form of mass or
spring constants, or due to manufacturing tolerances of a
system. Data-driven modeling techniques aim at reducing
these sources of uncertainties with little manual effort using
available measurements, as detailed in the following.
We assume access to a measured state and input sequence
X := [x(0), .., x(N − 1)], U := [u(0), .., u(N − 1)]

(5)

of length N of system (4) in combination with some information about w(k), depending on the specific learning
technique. While we consider data in the form of (5) for
simplicity, all methods presented in this part can equally
handle episodic measurements, which include multiple resets
of the system state. Importantly, the amount of information
that (5) contains typically determines the resulting prediction
accuracy. In the case of approximate linear systems, it is, e.g.,
possible to characterize sufficient conditions on system data
for parameter identification through a so-called persistency
of excitation condition. Corresponding input signals can be
designed using, e.g., generalized binary noise or sum of
sinusoids [12, Section 3.3.2]. More general, the challenge
of gathering informative trajectories for model learning and
control, including nonlinear system models, is considered in
the field of dual control, see, e.g., [13] for an overview. In
addition to measurements (5), most techniques can efficiently
incorporate existing prior knowledge about the system in
various forms as discussed in the corresponding sections.
Prediction models of (4) are decomposed into
f (x, u, k, w) = fn (x, u, k, θn ) + fl (x, u, k, w, θ),

(6)

containing a nominal model fn with nominal parameters
θn and a learning-based model fl . In the following, we
present learning methods to infer models of the form (6)
from available data (5). While we briefly review so-called
nominal models in Section II-A, the main focus will be on
methods that allow for a principled treatment of the resulting
model uncertainty, which is critical for performance and
safety certificates. Thereby, we distinguish between model

learning schemes that have evolved from the extensively
studied field of robust control theory in Section II-B and
successful probabilistic learning formulations in Section IIC, which are typically more challenging to exploit in control.
Remark 1: Here, we consider access to full state measurements (5), whereas in practice often only output measurements y(k) = g(x(k)), y(k) ∈ Rny with ny < nx are
available. One approach to recover models of the form (6)
is to define the system state as x(k) = [y(k), y(k −
1), .., y(k−my ), u(k−1), u(k−2), .., u(k−mu )], yielding an
autoregressive model [9], [14], [15]. Furthermore, there is a
large body of literature considering the identification of statespace models in combination with state estimators, see, for
example, [16] in case of parametric uncertainties, and [17]
addressing structural uncertainties. In addition, behavioral
approaches [18], as briefly mentioned in Section II-A, handle
output measurements naturally.
A. Nominal Models
Data-driven models, for which model uncertainty estimates are difficult to obtain or to integrate into the controller
design explicitly, are often used as nominal models without
a rigorous error quantification. Such models can nevertheless
provide good predictive performance and are commonly
employed in practical applications. Noteworthy examples
include parametric models in the form of (recurrent) artificial
neural networks in combination with inverse control [19] and
MPC [20]. Nonparametric linear system descriptions based
on behavioral system analysis gained significant traction
in recent years for nominal data-driven trajectory predictions [18], including recent extensions toward robust [21],
[22] and probabilistic [23] controller design.
B. Robust Models
Robust models are based on a bounded disturbance set
assumption, that is, w(k) ∈ W with W bounded, and provide
uncertainty estimates that include the true system dynamics
(4) with probability one. To obtain a robust model (6),
we distinguish between the case that fl is known, leading
to parametric set-membership estimation [24] of a possibly
small set Θ ⊆ Rnθ containing plausible system parameters
θ, and nonparametric techniques [25] that directly estimate
a set of functions F containing (4).
In the parametric uncertainty case, the goal is to compute
possible parameter values θ that are consistent with the
available system trajectories (5) according to


∀j = 0, .., k − 1, ∃w(j) ∈ W s.t.:
Ωk = θ
.
(7)
x(j + 1) = f (x(j), u(j), j, w(j), θ).
A corresponding nominal parameter value θn , which is often
used in MPC for cost predictions, can then be selected by
projecting a point estimate of θtrue , e.g., resulting from
a least mean squares filter, onto the set Ωk [26]. The
main computational challenge related to (7) is the growing
complexity of the set Ω with increasing k, which can
be limited using approximations, see, for example, [27].
Most commonly available techniques consider linear [26],

[28], [29] or nonlinear systems [30], [31] that are linear in
parameters; that is, models of the form
fl (x, u, k, w, θ) = Φ(x, u)θ + w,

(8)

with Φ(x, u) = [x⊤ , u⊤ ] in the case of linear systems.
In the presence of structural model uncertainty, nonparametric approaches allow for building the system model (6)
directly based on available data (5). Thereby the idea is to
exploit continuity properties of ftrue w.r.t. x, u, and k such
as ∥∇ftrue ∥ ≤ ϵ to infer a feasible set of system realizations


∥∇f ∥ ≤ ϵ, ∀j = 0, .., k − 1, ∃w(j) ∈ W s.t.:
Fk = f
,
x(j + 1) = f (x(j), u(j), j, w(j), θ).
which contains ftrue with probability one. Methods for
obtaining strict uncertainty bounds on possible functions
belonging to Fk include Lipschitz interpolation [32] or kinky
inference [33]. A nominal function estimate fn can then be
selected to maximize the distance to the boundary of Fk
subject to additional smoothness properties [34], [35].
C. Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic models rely on distributional information to
mitigate the potential conservativeness of worst-case uncertainty bounds considered in the previous section. While
being less conservative conceptually, most methods require
simplifying assumptions such as normally distributed disturbances and prior distributions on parameters [6]. Similarly,
as in the robust case, we distinguish between parametric and
nonparametric approaches in the following. In the parametric
case, we follow a Bayesian approach [36], [37], allowing
us to incorporate prior knowledge about the parameter θtrue
and disturbance w(k) in the form of probability distributions p(θtrue ) and p(w(k)). Using the prior information, the
posterior distribution of p(θtrue |X, U ) given system trajectories (5) reads
p(θtrue |X, U ) = R

p(X|U, θtrue )p(θtrue )
,
p(X|U, θ̃true )p(θ̃true )dθ̃true

(9)

with likelihood p(X|U, θtrue ) depending on the noise distribution p(w(k)). While the computation of the posterior
distribution (9) is generally difficult and often requires numerical approximations, see, for example, [38], a closedform solution can be obtained for systems that are linear
in their parameters (8) with Gaussian prior parameter distribution p(θ) = N (µθ , Σθ ) and Gaussian noise p(w(k)) =
N (µw (k), Σw (k)) [36], [37]. MPC formulations that exploit
such models include [39]–[41].
Nonparametric probabilistic learning models are typically
based on Gaussian process (GP) regression [36], [37], [42]
due to their flexible yet computationally tractable properties.
Assuming i.i.d. Gaussian noise p(w(k)) = N (0, Σw (k)) and
system dynamics of the form x(k +1) = ftrue (x(k), u(k))+
w(k), a GP regression model builds on the assumption that
values of ftrue for different arguments x, u are jointly Gaussian distributed according to a kernel function κ, expressing
the covariance between function values. Based on the available system data (5), the joint distribution of observed data

points X + = [x(1), .., x(N )] and function values at a test
point x, u is



 
2
K + Iσw
Kx,u
X+
,
∼ N 0,
⊤
Kx,u
κ([x, u], [x, u])
ftrue (x, u)
with Gram matrix K based on data X, U in (5) using the
kernel κ, where Kx,u denotes the corresponding entries
for the test point x, u. By conditioning the joint Gaussian
distribution on the observations X + at X, U , we obtain a
closed-form solution for the Gaussian posterior distribution
p(ft (x, u)|X + ). Examples of MPC formulations based on
GP regression include [14], [43]–[46].
It is important to note that closed-form solutions for
prediction models presented in this section only exist for
one-step-ahead predictions in the case of Gaussian distributions. One practical approach is to iteratively employ onestep predictions [47] to predict entire trajectories efficiently.
However, as shown in [48]–[50], this can lead to severe
prediction errors since it neglects occurring correlations
across multiple time-steps. Tractable alternatives include
sampling and linearization-based approximations [49], as
well as memory [50] and multiple-step predictions [51].
D. Recent Developments and Future Research Directions
Motivated by the recent results in the field of datadriven behavioral system theoretic methods, a promising
future direction is the consideration of input-output models
by extending these techniques towards addressing process
and measurement noise and nonlinear system classes, see,
e.g., [18, Section 5.3.6]. Aside from behavioral approaches,
robust and probabilistic system models primarily focus on
noise-free system measurements (5). While this simplified
setting is an essential first step, real-world applications commonly suffer from sensor noise and significant nonlinearities.
Promising developments towards this practically relevant
setting are outlined in [52], with critical open questions
including a principled selection of prior knowledge and an
automatic validation of probabilistic modeling assumptions.
While the methods outlined in this section of the paper can
be data efficient, they offer limited generalization properties
for varying operating conditions. To this end, so-called metalearning approaches have emerged, where the idea is to
perform a pre-training step using data from different tasks,
which enables fast adaptation to similar tasks and different
conditions of the system environment [53]–[55].
III. L EARNING CONTROL POLICY PARAMETERS
As described in Section I, the CL-SMPC problem (2) is
intractable in its general form and, thus, the ideal control law
(3) cannot be directly implemented. Thus, a variety of approximations have been proposed to improve the tractability
of (2), leading to various robust and stochastic MPC methods. Generally, these methods introduce additional “tuning”
parameters γ ∈ Γ ⊂ Rnγ into the controller. These tuning
parameters differ from the internal optimization variables Yt
(i.e., decision variables) that are adapted at each time step
via the solution to some optimization minYt ∈Y L(Yt ; xt , t, γ)

for some overall cost function L and constraint set Y. We
denote the approximate control laws as
π̂(xt , t; γ) = g(Yt⋆ (xt , t, γ)),

(10)

where g(·) is some function that maps the optimal value of
the internal optimization variables Yt⋆ (xt , t, γ) to the current
control input action. The control law (10) can represent a
large class of nominal, robust, and stochastic MPC methods,
common examples of which are summarized below.
Certainty-equivalence MPC (CE-MPC):
• Internal variables: Yt represents the collection of the
predicted nominal state and control input trajectories
over the prediction horizon.
• Tuning parameters: γ could represent any set of parameters that appear in the cost function (e.g., weights
in the stage or terminal costs), the prediction model
(e.g., A and B matrices in a linear model xk+1|t =
Axk|t + Buk|t ), or the constraints functions (e.g., backoff parameters) [56].
Tube-based MPC [5], [57], [58]:
• Internal variables: Yt represents the collection of the
predicted central path of the states and control inputs
over the prediction horizon in addition to any adaptable
parameters that appear in the shape of the tube.
• Tuning parameters: In addition to the tuning parameters
for CE-MPC, γ could include parameters related to
the design of the predicted tube (e.g., the controller
gain matrix K used to control the evolution of the
disturbance away from the nominal path).
Scenario-based (or multi-stage) MPC [59], [60]:
• Internal variables: Yt represents the collection of the
predicted state and control input trajectories for every
disturbance sequence in the scenario tree.
• Tuning parameters: In addition to the tuning parameters
for CE-MPC, γ could include parameters related to the
definition of the scenario tree such as the number and
location of the considered disturbance scenarios.
Moment-based Stochastic MPC [61]–[63]:
• Internal variables: Yt represents the predicted moments
(usually the mean and covariance matrix) of the random
state and control input over the prediction horizon. It
is common to use a parametrized predicted feedback
control policy of the form µk|t (xk|t ) = Kk|t xk|t + uk|t ;
if Kk|t is optimized online then it must be included in
Yt (otherwise it may be treated as fixed, or it may be
fully or partially included in the choice of γ).
• Tuning parameters: In addition to the tuning parameters
for CE-MPC, γ could include any adaptable parameters
that appear in the predicted control policy.
An important question in any MPC design is how to select
the tuning parameters γ in order to realize a desired closedloop performance under system uncertainties [64]. In this
section, we discuss the opportunities that Bayesian optimization holds for automated tuning (or auto-tuning) of MPC
controllers using closed-loop performance data. We also

elucidate the connection between policy-based reinforcement
learning and the auto-tuning problem. Although our discussion focuses on MPC, these approaches can be applied for the
design and tuning of generic controller structures (including
schemes that involve logic or hierarchical representations).
A. Closed-loop Performance Indicators
The tuning parameters γ generally have a significant
influence on the closed-loop performance. As opposed to
selecting γ heuristically, we can optimize them based on a
given performance metric in an automated fashion. For the
control law (10), we define the closed-loop system as
xt+1 = ftrue (xt , π̂(xt , t; γ), t, wt , θ),

(11)

where ftrue represents the true system dynamics that may
not be known to us (available only in the form of a
simulator or experiment that can be queried) and wt and
θ are the true disturbances and parameters, respectively.
We represent the complete set of uncertain variables as
ω = {x0 , θ, w0 , w1 , . . . , wT −1 }; we treat ω ∼ Pω as being
generated from some underlying probability distribution Pω
that, similarly to the dynamics, may not be known. By
recursively applying the closed-loop dynamics (11) over
some (finite) number of time steps T , we can define a single
closed-loop trajectory fully in terms of the tuning parameters
γ and the complete set of uncertain variables ω
z(γ, ω) ={θ, x0 , π̂(x0 , 0; γ), w0 , . . . ,

(12)

xT −1 , π̂(xT −1 , T − 1; γ), wT −1 , xT }.
Accordingly, we can define a closed-loop performance measure to be any arbitrary function of the closed-loop history,
i.e., c(z(γ, ω)). Some common examples for the closedloop performance (for a given set of uncertainty realizations)
would be the average cost over time, the worst-case or
average constraint violation, an indicator cost for achieving
the desired outcome, or some combination of these different
measures. Since we do not have control and/or knowledge
of the uncertainties ω, we must modify our definition of the
overall control objective
J(γ) = Eω {c(z(γ, ω))}.

(13)

Here, an expectation operator is applied to the closed-loop
performance measure (13) so that our cost is defined with
respect to the average level of performance. Note that this is a
general representation, as we can always convert expectations
to probabilities using the indicator function 1A (x), which is
equal to 1 if x ∈ A and 0 otherwise. It is important to analyze
the characteristics of the cost function (13) to determine
a good method for solving the optimization problem that
minimizes the cost
min J(γ) := Eω {c(z(γ, ω))}.
γ∈Γ

(14)

In particular, J(γ) is: (i) not known in closed-form and,
thus, its derivative information may not be available, (ii)
defined in terms of an expectation that cannot generally
be evaluated exactly, and (iii) expensive to evaluate (either

from a computation or experimentation point-of-view) since
one must perform a minimum of one complete closed-loop
evaluation to estimate J(γ). Based on these characteristics,
we refer to (14) as a stochastic “black-box” optimization
problem. Although a wide variety of derivative-free optimization (DFO) methods have been proposed for tackling
such problems, many of them are not viable for expensive
objective functions since they require a large number of
function evaluations.
Surrogate-based DFO methods rely on a surrogate model
to more effectively guide the search process at every iteration. These methods have been shown to be effective at
finding the near-global solution when an accurate surrogate
model can be constructed [65]. A key question is how to
select the “right” type of surrogate model when little is
known about J(γ). Recent work has focused on Gaussian
process (GP) models since they are probabilistic (i.e., they
provide an estimate of the uncertainty in the prediction) and
nonparametric (i.e., they do not assume the function belongs
to a space that can be finitely parametrized such as the space
of polynomial functions of finite degree) [42]. Given a set of
function evaluations, we can induce a GP model for J(γ) by
assuming it must follow a GP prior, which we can update
with the available data using Bayes’ rule. This results in
the Bayesian optimization (BO) framework [66], [67], which
can be thought of as a family of methods that combine a
probabilistic surrogate model of the objective function (such
as a GP) with an expected utility (or acquisition) function to
sequentially select the next evaluation point for γ. By properly designing the acquisition function, BO systematically
tradeoffs between exploration (i.e., evaluating the objective
in new regions that are most unknown) and exploitation (i.e.,
evaluating the objective near the known best points) of the
search space. Next, we provide an overview of how the BO
framework can be applied to auto-tuning.
B. Bayesian Optimization for Auto-Tuning
BO for auto-tuning relies on the ability to collect closedloop performance data for particular tuning parameter values.
Since the expectation in (14) cannot be evaluated exactly,
we must use some estimate of J(γ). When ω is highdimensional, Monte Carlo (MC) sampling can be applied
K
1 X
y=
c(z(γ, ω (i) )),
K i=1

(15)

where W = {ω (1) , . . . , ω (K) } is a set of K independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples of the random
uncertainty vector ω. The estimator (15) is unbiased for
any positive integer value K, i.e., EW {y} = J(γ). We
assume that the noise in the measurements of closed-loop
performance is modeled as
y = J(γ) + ϵ,

(16)

where ϵ ∼ N (0, σϵ2 ) is a zero-mean normal random variable
with some variance σϵ2 that may not be known. Assume
that we have n noisy objective function evaluations from

(16), which we denote by y1:n = {y1 , . . . , yn } computed at
corresponding tuning parameter values γ1:n = {γ1 , . . . , γn }.
By placing a GP prior over the objective function J(·) ∼
GP(m(·), k(·, ·)), y1:n must be jointly Gaussian with any
predicted J(γ) at some test point γ



 

y1:n
m(γ1:n )
Kn
k(γ1:n , γ)
∼N
,
,
J(γ)
m(γ)
k(γ, γ1:n )
k(γ, γ)
(17)
where Kn = k(γ1:n , γ1:n ) + In σϵ2 denotes the covariance
matrix evaluated at the input training data points; the functions m(·) and k(·, ·) are overloaded to include element-wise
operations across their inputs. By conditioning on the data
{y1:n , γ1:n }, the posterior distribution of the predicted J(γ)
can be determined analytically as
J(γ)|y1:n , γ1:n ∼ N (µn (γ), σn2 (γ)),

(18)

where
µn (γ) = m(γ) + k(γ, γ1:n )Kn−1 (y1:n − m(γ1:n )), (19a)
σn2 (γ) = k(γ, γ) − k(γ, γ1:n )Kn−1 k(γ1:n , γ).

(19b)

The mean function and covariance function are both typically
parametrized by a set of unknown hyperparameters that must
be calibrated to the available data {γ1:n , y1:n } (along with the
noise variance σϵ2 ) using maximum likelihood or maximum
a posteriori estimation.
Given the predicted posterior distribution in (18), BO uses
an acquisition function αn : Γ → R that maps γ to a real
number that quantifies the expected utility of spending a
part of the exploration budget to evaluate J(γ). The BO
framework then repeats this process sequentially to decide
where to perform the next evaluation, as summarized in
Algorithm 1. Many different acquisition functions have been
proposed, with the majority of them being roughly sortable
into one of three categories: (i) improvement-based, (ii)
optimistic, and (iii) information-based.
Algorithm 1 The Bayesian optimization (BO) framework
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Initialize: Input space Γ; GP prior m(·) and k(·, ·); and
maximum number of iterations Nb .
for n = 0 to Nb − 1 do
Construct GP surrogate model for J(γ) given available data {y1:n , γ1:n } via (18).
Maximize the acquisition function to find γn+1 =
argmaxγ∈Γ αn (γ).
Perform expensive closed-loop simulations to evaluate objective yn+1 = J(γn+1 ) + ϵn+1 using (16).

The choice of αn can have a significant effect on the
performance of Algorithm 1 and, to the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic procedure for a priori selecting
the “best” acquisition function. There have been several
recent applications of BO to controller auto-tuning that have
shown significant improvement over a variety of different
alternatives (see, e.g., [68]–[71]). These works mainly use

improvement-based acquisition functions, in particular expected improvement. Note that it is common practice in
the BO literature for a practitioner to pick their favorite
acquisition and keeps it fixed throughout the entire optimization process. An interesting direction for future work is
to adaptively sample different acquisition functions at each
iteration. One simple approach for doing this is described
in [72] in which the performance of the randomly selected
αn is measured at each iteration and its probability of being
selected in the future is increased if it improved the objective.
C. Important Extensions of BO-based Auto-Tuning
There are many unique properties that arise in controller
auto-tuning that can be further exploited within the BO
framework. We briefly outline some of these ideas below.
1) Input-dependent noise: The simplified representation
of the noise model in (16) is only valid in the context of
large K in (15) in accordance with the central limit theorem


σJ2 (γ)
,
(20)
y − J(γ) ⇒ N 0, √
K
where σJ2 (γ) denotes the variance of the objective function
estimator (15) for any fixed γ and ⇒ denotes convergence
in distribution. Therefore, we can only ensure the additive
normal assumption is satisfied for large K, which is typically not possible due to the expensiveness of closed-loop
experiments. Due to the flexibility in the GP representation
of the objective, we can incorporate more complicated noise
models (usually at the cost of more expensive training and/or
prediction steps). One such example are input-dependent
(also known as heteroscedastic) noise models. Although
multiple generalized GP models have been proposed in the
literature, such as most likely GPs [73] and variational
heteroscedastic GP [74], there has been limited discussion
on their application within the BO framework.
2) Robust auto-tuning: One strategy for ensuring that the
tuning parameters are robust with respect to the uncertainties
is to formulate a quantile-based objective function; however,
the MC estimate (15) is likely to have very high variance
for small K due to the non-smooth indicator function. Since
increasing K greatly increases the cost of a single function
evaluation, we look to keep K as small as possible in
practice. One approach that has recently been proposed for
solving this issue is adversarially robust BO (ARBO) [75],
which tackles a minimax problem of the form
min max c(z(γ, ω)),
γ∈Γ ω∈Ω

(21)

where Ω is a compact set of possible uncertainty realizations.
Notice that the main difference between (14) and (21)
is that the expectation operator Eω {·} is replaced with a
maximization operator maxω∈Ω {·}. The solution to (21)
ensures a stronger degree of robustness to the uncertainties
while the maximization problem can be easier to handle in
certain situations, especially when the distribution of ω is
unavailable. When the dimensionality of ω is relatively small
and we have control over the uncertainty sampling locations
(such as when we have access to a high-fidelity closed-loop

simulator), we can simultaneously sample {γ, ω} together,
i.e., only one full closed-loop simulation is required at every
iteration. Alternatively, when dealing with a large number
of uncertainties, the max can be defined with respect to the
most sensitive uncertainties while the others can be treated
as the noise term in (16), as in traditional BO.
3) Multi-fidelity evaluations: The quality of the identified
solution from BO is tied to the overall budget available Nb .
When Nb is small, we can only obtain a limited amount of
information about the objective function, which can severely
limit our sequential selection of points. An alternative way to
think about the auto-tuning problem is that we have access to
a family of information sources denoted by J(γ, s), where
s is a collection of “fidelity” parameters that controls the
accuracy of the objective. In the context of MPC auto-tuning,
s could be related to many different quantities, including
sampling time, tolerance of the numerical optimization routine, and accuracy of the model simulator. Increasing s
corresponds to increasing the accuracy of the estimate of the
objective; however, this increase in accuracy requires more
computational cost. Given a fixed computational budget,
we can adaptively select s and γ simultaneously to search
for the minimum value of the true objective. Multi-fidelity
BO has been considered in [76] and has been applied to
MPC tuning in [77]. These multi-fidelity methods tend to
outperform single fidelity BO, especially for problems with
limited budget. However, the quality of the search process
depends heavily on the selected low-fidelity representations
of the objective function (both their cost and accuracy).
Further research is needed to understand the impact of the
quality of the multi-fidelity representation on performance in
MPC auto-tuning.
4) Constraint handling and multi-objective problems:
The majority of work on auto-tuning via BO considers a
single objective. However, this is rarely the most natural
representation in practice, as one must simultaneously consider multiple performance indicators (e.g., setpoint tracking
error, constraint violation, and economic costs). The most
straightforward way to deal with this problem is to lump all
effects into a single objective such that J(γ) is a weighted
combination of many components. However, it can be difficult to select such weighted combinations since the different
performance indicators are not on the same basis. One way
to address this issue is to directly formulate the auto-tuning
problem as a constrained BO problem [71], [78]. The main
idea in these methods is to model the objective and each constraint with a separate (independent) GP model, all of which
can be exploited in the search process. These approaches
are best-suited for problems that naturally break down into
a clear single objective with necessary constraints. However,
this can be more generally interpreted as a multi-objective
optimization (MOO) problem. The main goal of MOO is to
systematically study the tradeoff between different objective
functions of interest through the construction of an optimal
Pareto front. BO methods for MOO have been investigated
in the context of MPC auto-tuning, as discussed in [79].

D. Connecting Auto-tuning to Reinforcement Learning
The idea of using closed-loop performance data also
constitutes the basis of many methods developed within the
field of reinforcement learning (RL) [80]. As such, we can
view the aforementioned BO-based auto-tuning strategies
as a special case of the large family of policy-based RL
methods. Policy gradient is one of the most popular RL
methods for direct policy search with continuous control
input spaces [81]. The main idea behind policy gradient
algorithms is to adjust the control policy parameters γ in the
negative direction of the cost gradient ∇γ J(γ). Whenever
we implement a randomized control policy πγ (ut |xt ), which
denotes the conditional probability of taking control input ut
given the current state xt and fixed policy parameters γ, we
can take advantage of the policy gradient theorem to obtain
an estimate of this gradient [82]
Z
∇γ J(γ) = c(z)∇γ pγ (z)dz,
(22)


Z
∇γ pγ (z)
= c(z)
pγ (z)dz,
pγ (z)
= Ez {c(z)∇γ log pγ (z)} ,
where z denotes the random closed-loop trajectory or path
(12), whose distribution can be derived using the Markovian
nature of the system
QT
pγ (z) = p(x0 ) t=1 p(xt+1 |xt , ut )πγ (ut |xt ).
(23)
In (22), unbiased estimates of the gradient of the cost J can
be obtained by sampling from z, which can be done in a
straightforward fashion for fixed γ. To see this, note that
∇γ log pγ (z) can be simplified using (23)
PT
∇γ log pγ (z) = t=1 ∇γ log πγ (ut |xt ),
(24)
implying stochastic gradient descent optimization methods
[83] can be readily applied as long as we can evaluate the
cost and the gradient of the policy for different randomly
drawn trajectories. Although the technical results above only
hold for stochastic control policies, it has been shown that
a similar idea holds for deterministic control policies such
as MPC [81]. In particular, we can convert a deterministic
policy to a stochastic one by adding a small amount of noise,
ˆ t ; γ) + n where n ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) with σ 2 → 0. MPCe.g., pi(x
based control policies, under suitable regularity conditions,
are almost everywhere differentiable with respect to some
tuning parameters and, thus, policy gradient RL methods can
be utilized for offline or online auto-tuning. See, e.g., [84]–
[86] for some recent works in this direction.
Although policy gradient methods are expected to be more
scalable than BO methods since they take advantage of
gradient information, they often require many more samples
to converge, especially when started from a poor initial guess.
BO methods, on the other hand, are capable of globally
searching the policy parameter space and can directly enforce
constraints so that they can provide strong safety guarantees
in an online setting. The latter is less straightforward when
using policy gradient methods. Since BO and policy gradient

have complementary strengths and weaknesses, there are
many opportunities to hybridize these approaches to achieve
significant boosts in online safety and performance.
IV. L EARNING EFFICIENT APPROXIMATIONS OF
ITERATIVE ONLINE OPTIMIZATION

The solution of the MPC problem, both the nominal
MPC formulation (1) or a tractable reformulation of the
CL-SMPC (2), is commonly computed using iterative optimization algorithms that search for a point that satisfies the
first-order necessary conditions of optimality. Most iterative
optimization algorithms for MPC can be divided between especially tailored for linear MPC and more general algorithms
that can be used for nonlinear MPC.
For linear MPC, the resulting optimization problem is
typically a convex quadratic program (QP), provided that the
cost is chosen as a quadratic function with a positive definite
Hessian and the model and constraints are linear. To this end,
many QP solvers have been developed. The most popular
choices are the use of active set solvers [87], [88] and interior
point algorithms [89], amongst others [90]. In addition, for
very fast optimization, especially under resource limitations,
it can be advantageous to use first-order optimization methods that do not need to compute nor store the Hessian of
the problem. A prominent algorithm is the fast gradient
method [91], which was used for embedded MPC in [92]. To
deal with constraints, fast gradient methods can be extended
with an outer loop in an augmented Lagrangian schemes
[93] [94], the alternating direction method of multipliers
[95] and its variations such as the operator splitting method
[96]. In addition, it is possible to significantly improve the
performance of the linear algebra used in these algorithms if
it is optimized at a very low level for the specific hardware,
as done, e.g., in [97]. In the nonlinear case, many algorithms
use the aforementioned ideas within sequential quadratic
programming [98] or nonlinear interior point methods [99]
especially tailored for embedded optimization, [100], [101].
An overview of algorithmic details can be found in [102].
An alternative approach to extending the application of
MPC to fast and embedded systems is usually called explicit
MPC. Explicit MPC takes advantage of the fact that the MPC
problem, both in linear and nonlinear MPC, is a parametric
optimization problem. This means that the optimal control
input that is applied to the system is only a function of some
parameters; in the case of the nominal MPC problem (1),
this is the initial condition xt . For a linear MPC problem
with quadratic cost function, the solution of the parametric
optimization problem is a piecewise affine function of the
current state of the system, as shown in [103]. Explicit MPC
precomputes the piecewise affine function that completely
defines the MPC law, which can be written as


if xinit ∈ R1 ,

K1 xinit + g1
..
(25)
K(xinit ) =
.


K x + g
if xinit ∈ Rnr ,
nr init
nr

with nr regions, Ki ∈ RN nu ×nx and gi ∈ RN nu . Each
region Ri is described by a polyhedron
Ri = {x ∈ Rnx | Zi x ≤ zi }
ci ×nx

∀i = 1, . . . , nr ,

(26)

ci

where Zi ∈ R
, zi ∈ R describes the ci halfspaces
ai,j xinit ≤ bi,j of the i-th region with j = 1, . . . , ci ,
ai,j ∈ R1×nx and bi,j ∈ R. Then, instead of solving the
optimization problem online, one divides the task in two
steps. In the first step, the piecewise affine function (25)
is computed offline and stored. In the second step, a point
location problem is solved to find the region Ri in which
the current state xinit lies. The same idea can also be used
for certain robust MPC formulations [104].
The main drawback of explicit MPC is that the number
of regions on which the control law is defined grows exponentially with the prediction horizon and the number of
constraints. This can complicate the first step as it might not
be possible to compute or store all the regions on which
the MPC law is defined. In addition, this could make the
point location problem too slow for embedded applications.
There has been a significant research effort to alleviate
such problems through the elimination of redundant regions
[105], or using a smaller number of regions to describe the
MPC law [106]. Yet, explicit MPC is typically used for
small systems and short prediction horizons, especially in
embedded applications with limited storage capabilities and
computational power. These limitations become even more
evident when system uncertainty must be considered in any
tractable reformulation of the CL-SMPC problem (2). In such
a case, it is generally necessary to resort to approximate
solutions of the optimization, or the explicit MPC problem.
While some approximate explicit MPC schemes have been
proposed, including, e.g., the use of simplicial partitions
[107], radial basis functions [108], machine learning and in
particular deep neural networks have recently emerged as a
powerful method for the deployment of complex stochastic
and robust MPC algorithms on resource-limited hardware.
A. Approximate MPC via Machine Learning
Leveraging the fact that the MPC problem is a parametric
program, it seems reasonable to use function approximation
tools, as those used in modern machine learning, to efficiently approximate the implicit control law that results from
the MPC problem. The idea is very simple: if, given an
initial state xinit , it is possible to solve the MPC problem
and obtain the optimal input u∗0 , will it be possible to
generate many of these solutions offline in order to obtain
an accurate approximation of the solution using standard
supervised learning techniques?
This notion was already proposed in 1995 for nonlinear
MPC by [109]. Recently, there has been a renewed interest
in pursuing this idea. The main difference in recent works is
the use of deep neural networks, instead of shallow neural
networks. Recent successes of the machine learning community, especially in image recognition, as well as advances in
the theoretical description of the representation capabilities
of deep neural networks [110], [111], have motivated the use

of deep neural networks to perform efficient approximation
of very complex functions, as those defined by the MPC
problem.
A standard feedforward neural network is defined as a
sequence of layers of neurons, which determines a function
N : Rnx → Rnu of the form
N (x; θ, M, L) = fL+1 ◦ gL ◦ fL ◦ · · · ◦ g1 ◦ f1 (x),

(27)

nx

where the input to the network is x ∈ R and the output
of the network is u ∈ Rnu . We denote the input with x
and the output with u because the network will be used
to approximate the solution of the MPC problem. Thus,
a network computes, for each input (i.e., current state of
the system), a corresponding output of the network (i.e.,
approximate solution of the MPC problem). M is the number
of neurons in each hidden layer and L is the number of
hidden layers. If L ≥ 2, N is described as a deep neural
network and, if L = 1, as a shallow neural network. Each
hidden layer consists of an affine function
fl (ξl−1 ) = Wl ξl−1 + bl ,

(28)

M

where ξl−1 ∈ R is the output of the previous layer with
ξ0 = x. The second element of the neural network is a nonlinear activation function gl . Common activation functions
include the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) or the rectifier linear
units (ReLU), which computes the element-wise maximum
between zero and the affine function of the current layer l
gl (fl ) = max(0, fl ).

(29)

The parameter θ = {θ1 , . . . , θL+1 } contains all the weights
and biases of the affine functions of each layer
θl = {Wl , bl }

∀l = 1, . . . , L + 1,

(30)

if l = 1,
if l = 2, . . . , L,
if l = L + 1,

(31)

l = 1, . . . , L,
l = L + 1.

(32)

where the weights are

M ×nx

R
Wl ∈ RM ×M

 nu ×M
R
and the biases are
(
RM
bl ∈
Rn u

if
if

When a feedforward neural network only includes ReLU
activation functions, which are piecewise affine, the network
(27) describes a piecewise affine function and, thus, can
describe the exact solution of the MPC problem in the linear
case (25). The number of linear regions that can be described
by a neural network with ReLU activation functions grows
exponentially with the number of layers of the network
(the depth of the network) [112]. The improved accuracy
of neural networks with several layers, when compared to
traditional one-layer networks with the same number of
weights, has been shown, e.g., in [113].
To approximate the MPC law using neural networks, one
needs to perform three main steps. The first one is data
generation. In order to train a neural network, it is necessary

to obtain pairs of an initial condition xinit and the corresponding optimal control action u∗0 , yielding a training set
D = {(xinit,1 , u∗0,1 ), (xinit,2 , u∗0,2 ), . . . , (xinit,ntr , u∗0,ntr )} with a
total of ntr data points. For high-dimensional systems, good
strategies for sampling the state-space are very important to
achieve a good accuracy with a reasonable number of data
points. While one can generate new points by repeatedly
solving the MPC problem for different initial conditions,
obtaining a high approximation accuracy in high dimensions
may require a prohibitively large number of data points.
Random sampling of the state-space, or using a uniform grid,
are usually effective in low-dimensional state-spaces. For
more efficient sampling, one can use quasi-random sampling
strategies [114], as well as sampling around closed-loop
simulations of the system controlled by the MPC [115]–
[117] to allow better approximation of the neighborhood of
optimal trajectories, leading to reduced approximation errors
in regions of interest. An alternative useful strategy includes
the generation of additional data points based on sensitivities
of the optimization problem [118].
The second step is the training of the neural network using
the data generated in the first step. The training consists in
finding the weights θ that minimize the approximation error.
Typically, this is achieved by minimizing the mean squared
error over the training points, that is,
min
θ

ntr
1 X
||N (xinit,i ; θ, M, L) − u∗0,i ||2 .
ntr i=1

(33)

The unconstrained minimization problem (33) is usually
solved using stochastic gradient descent, or its variations.
There are several tools available for simple and efficient formulation and training of neural networks, such as Tensorflow
[119] or Pytorch [120].
The third step is the deployment of the approximate
MPC law on suitable hardware. The choice of hardware
architecture often involves a trade-off between cost, energy
consumption, and required performance. A key advantage of
the above-discussed approximations is that they are straightforward to deploy on many different platforms since their implementation only relies on matrix-vector multiplications and
a simple nonlinear operation (i.e., the activation function).
This facilitates application of fast MPC strategies on different embedded devices, including low-cost microcontrollers
[113], [121] and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
[115], [122], [123].
B. Closed-loop Guarantees and Verification Strategies
Approximating the solution of an iterative online optimization introduces an additional approximation error into
the closed-loop, beyond model uncertainty and disturbances
considered in MPC of uncertain systems. The approximation error leads to asymptotic performance losses. Neural network-based approximate MPC strategies have been
proposed that can realize offset-free tracking, despite the
approximation error, via online solution of a small-scale
target tracking optimization problem [123], using an online
adaptive correction scheme [116], or adapting the weights of

the last layer [124]. Furthermore, the guarantees on constraint
satisfaction, stability or closed-loop performance that are
typically established for MPC of uncertain systems no longer
hold for neural network-based MPC laws defined by the
optimal parameters (33). Nevertheless, it is possible to deal
with the approximation error in different ways. For example,
one can consider the approximation error as an additional
uncertainty, with assumed bounds or distributions, in a robust
or stochastic MPC formulation in the first place [125].
After training the approximate controller, the assumptions
about the approximation error should be verified (e.g., if the
actual maximum approximation error is smaller than initially
assumed) for the guarantees to hold.
There are several approaches to verifying if the closedloop guarantees are satisfied. One can use probabilistic
verification methods [126], [127], as used in [125], [128],
[129]. Similar ideas can be used to achieve guarantees about
the suboptimality caused by the approximation error [130],
or any other closed-loop performance indicator [121]. Alternatively, if deterministic guarantees are desired, it is possible
to correct the approximate input given by the network using
a projection onto a safe set [129], [131]–[133]. In the linear
case, the neural network-based controller, as well as the
closed-loop that includes the linear dynamic system and
the controller, can be represented as a mixed-integer linear
program. This idea, often referred to as output-range analysis
[134], can be used to perform a priori verification of the
safety and stability of the closed-loop [124], or to compute
rigorous approximation error upper bounds [135].
C. Future Research Directions
While the online computation time required for approximate controllers is very low, the amount of data needed
to train a controller with small approximation error grows
rapidly with the system dimension. Recent works show that
the limitations are likely to be less severe than for explicit
MPC [114]. Still, millions of valid data points might be necessary for systems of dimension larger than 20 states. Further
research is needed to extend even more the possibilities of the
approach, for example, by combining with efficient sampling
strategies, or efficient solvers that can make use of very good
initial guesses provided by the approximate controllers.
An additional open challenge is how to achieve efficient
approximate controllers that can readily adapt to changing
situations. If large amounts of data are necessary to train a
good controller, one might want to avoid the regeneration
and retraining of the controller once some changes occur in
the system, or in the expected disturbances that affect the
system. Combinations of ideas from the field of reinforcement learning, as proposed in [136], may be a promising
future area of research.
V. L EARNING O PTIMAL C OST- TO - GO
R EPRESENTATIONS : H OW CAN R EINFORCEMENT
L EARNING H ELP ?
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a semi-supervised learning
method in which an agent tries to learn the best way to

accomplish a task through trial and error. Sutton and Barto
[137] provide an excellent introduction to RL. Two independent research threads contributed to the development of
RL: the psychology of animal learning and the mathematics
of optimal control [137]. From animal psychology came
insights into how animals learn to solve problems, and
from optimal control came a test to determine when the
best possible solution has been reached. From the control
point-of-view, RL can be viewed as a solution approach to
(stochastic) optimal control problems when the true system
dynamics are unknown [80].
There are two main classes of RL methods: model-based
and model-free. In model-based RL, previously observed
data are used to learn a dynamic model, which can then
be used to approximate the solution of the true underlying
stochastic optimal control problem. This leads to strong
parallels with the model learning discussion in Section II, as
well as the use of receding- or rolling-horizon methods for
deploying the controller (which are closely related to the notion of MPC). Model-free RL methods, on the other hand, are
able to eliminate the model building step and, instead, learn
a mapping from measurements (or observations) to control
inputs (or actions). Model-free RL methods are commonly
divided into two major categories: policy search and approximate dynamic programming (ADP). In Section III-D, we
provided a brief overview of policy search methods, which
look to directly optimize control policy parameters using
data from previous closed-loop episodes. Although powerful,
these methods may suffer from some degree of (unknown)
sub-optimality since we are optimizing over parametrized
policies that may not match the complex structure of the true
optimal policy. ADP methods look to overcome this issue by
directly approximating the optimality conditions for the true
stochastic optimal control problem, which can be derived
using Bellman’s principle of optimality [138]–[140]. Below,
we provide an overview of ADP methods and discuss how
they can be useful in the context of MPC.
Let us distinguish the true system from the model using
the following notation
xt+1 = ftrue (xt , ut , wt ),

t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

(34)

where the random uncertainty follows some true probability
distribution Ptrue (·|xt , ut ). To simplify notation regarding
constraints, we assume that control inputs can only take
values in a given subset Utrue (xt ) ⊂ U that can generally
depend on the current state xt ; this allows us to implicitly
consider, e.g., conditional chance constraints. Similarly to
Section III, a cost function is defined over T time steps.
However, the cost is broken down into the sum of stage
costs and a terminal cost. As such, we look to optimize the
following problem
(
)
T
−1
X
min
E Jf,true (xT ) +
ℓtrue (xt , ut ) ,
(35)
µ0 ,...,µT −1

t=0

s.t. xt+1 = ftrue (xt , ut , wt ),
ut = µt (xt ) ∈ Utrue (xt ).

There are some important differences between (35) and the
CL-SMPC problem (2). Although both optimize over control
policies, (35) is meant to operate over the full time horizon
of interest T that is typically much greater than the finitehorizon N considered in (2) for computational tractability.
Furthermore, (35) is expressed in terms of the true dynamics,
cost, and constraint functions, which are never known exactly, whereas (2) is posed in terms of more computationally
tractable models. It is also important to note that the true
system is assumed to behave as a Markov process, which is
an important assumption that must be satisfied to apply the
principle of optimality. A system can always be represented
as a Markov process through appropriate transformations,
though this might be difficult to do in practice (e.g., timeinvariant parameter uncertainties in a system can be handled
by treating them as additional states [141]). The fact that
the Markov process assumption need not be satisfied by the
policy search methods discussed in Section III-D is often an
overlooked advantage of those methods.
Starting with JT⋆ (x) = Jf,true (x), we can recursively define
the optimal cost-to-go functions as

⋆
Jt⋆ (x) = min E ℓtrue (x, u) + Jt+1
(ftrue (x, u, w)) ,

by assuming that the Q-factor is stationary, i.e., Qt (x, u) =
Q(x, u) for all t and for some static function Q. Such
stationarity does indeed arise in the case that the time horizon
is infinite. Unfortunately, we cannot directly take the limit
T → ∞ in (35) without introducing further technicalities, so
it is common practice in RL to consider a discounted cost
problem
(∞
)
X
min E
αt ℓtrue (xt , ut ) ,
(40)
µ0 ,µ1 ,...

t=0

s.t. xt+1 = ftrue (xt , ut , wt ),
ut = µt (xt ) ∈ Utrue (xt ),
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a scalar called the discount factor. For
α close to 1, the discounted cost
approximately equal
n isP
o to
T
1
the average reward limT →∞ E T t=0 ℓtrue (xt , ut ) . Let
Q⋆α (x, u) denote the Q-factor for (40), we can then derive an
infinite-horizon discounted version of dynamic programming
that results in the same Q-factor on both sides
n
o
⋆
′
Q⋆α (x, u) = ℓtrue (x, u) + αE min
Q
(f
(x,
u,
w),
u
)
.
α true
′
u

(41)

u∈Utrue (x)

(36)
for t = T − 1, . . . , 0, where Jt⋆ (x) is the optimal cost for the
subproblem when starting at state x at time t and following
an optimal control policy for all future steps t, . . . , T − 1.
The optimal cost J ⋆ (x0 ) that solves (35) is then obtained as
the final step of the recursion (36), i.e., J ⋆ (x0 ) = J0⋆ (x0 ).
In the RL literature, it is common to express the right-hand
side of (36) in terms of the so-called optimal Q-factors
 ⋆
Q⋆t (x, u) = ℓtrue (x, u) + E Jt+1
(ftrue (x, u, w)) , (37)
which represents the optimal cost for the subproblem when
starting at state x and taking control action u at time t and
following an optimal control policy for all remaining steps
t+1, . . . , T −1. From the definitions in (36) and (37), we can
derive a simple relationship between the cost-to-go functions
and the Q-factors
Jt⋆ (x) =

min
u∈Utrue (x)

Q⋆t (x, u).

(38)

The main advantage of the Q-factor is that the optimal policy
can be trivially recovered at any point in time
µ⋆t (xt ) ∈ argmin Q⋆t (xt , u),

(39)

u∈Utrue (xt )

which only depends on the current state value. This summarizes the main idea of dynamic programming: recursively
define the cost-to-go functions (or equivalently the Q-factors)
by passing backward in time and then using these functions
to evaluate an optimal policy according to (39).
If xk is a discrete, scalar variable, then it may be possible to enumerate all states xk ∈ X when solving (36).
However, if X is continuous (as is typically the case in
most MPC applications), we cannot solve (36) exactly. ADP
methods generally look to compute the Q-factors from data

The optimal policy is now stationary and can be derived for
all times using the following simple formula
π ⋆ (xt ) ∈ argmin Q⋆α (xt , u).

(42)

u∈Utrue (xt )

The simplicity of the true optimal control policy representation is what makes Q-learning methods attractive; we only
need to learn a “good” approximation of Q⋆α to derive a
“good” policy. However, as one might expect, it is not easy
to learn the Q-factor, especially when a good system model
is not available. The main idea behind Q-learning methods
is to use sample trajectories to update an initial guess for the
Q-factor as follows
(old)
Q̃(new)
(xt , ut ) = (1 − η)Q̃α
(xt , ut )
(43)
α
h
i
(old)
′
Q̃
+ η ℓtrue (xt , ut ) + α min
(x
,
u
)
,
t+1
α
′
u

(old)
Q̃α

(new)

where
is an initial guess for the Q-factor, Q̃α
is
an updated version of the Q-factor given a sample starting
(old)
from state xt with control input ut ∈ argminu Q̃α (xt , u)
that is selected optimally from the guessed Q-factor, xt+1 =
f (xt , ut , wt ) is a realization of the successor state, and η
is a step size or learning rate. The update rule in (43)
forms the basis of most Q-learning algorithms [142], [143].
ADP methods that rely on estimating the cost-to-go functions are also widely used in RL. In particular, temporal
difference learning algorithms are based on bootstrapping
from a current estimate of the cost-to-go function [144]–
[146]. We note that a distinct feature of ADP, not discussed
here, is its ability to systematically trade-off between system
exploration and exploitation via the so-called dual control
mechanism (see [13] and the references therein). This can
make ADP especially useful for adaptive control of timevarying systems.

We can connect ADP back to the CL-SMPC (2) through
the optimal cost-to-go function. In particular, we can see that
the optimal policy (39) is equal to the CL-SMPC law (3)
whenever N ≥ 1, α = 1, Jf (x) = Jα⋆ (x), and the assumed
model, stage cost, constraints, and uncertainty perfectly
match their true descriptions. These are obviously unrealistic
assumptions that cannot be satisfied in practice. However, it
can still be useful to take advantage of approximate costto-go functions Jf (x) ≈ Jα⋆ (x) when solving (2). Interested
readers are referred to [147] for a more detailed discussion
on the impact of cost-to-go approximations on the stability
and feasibility of controllers derived using MPC principles.
Various ways in which MPC and ADP can be integrated are
also discussed in [148].
A practical algorithm for ADP, which has become increasingly popular, is deep RL (DRL) [149]. In essence, DRL uses
deep neural networks to parameterize the policy and value
functions and, thus, is particularly suitable for dealing with
continuous state and action spaces. Although the amount
of data required to train DRL algorithms and the ability
to handle constraints are generally important considerations,
it has been demonstrated that combining aspects of MPC
with RL can improve the data efficiency, constraint handling
and performance of RL (e.g., [150]–[152]). As argued in
[153], a major research direction is how to systematically
take advantage of offline approximation in value space and
rollout in combination with online decision-making using
(learning-based) MPC. Such a paradigm has been central to
major successes of RL, such as AlphaGO [110], and has the
potential to take advantage of the strengths of each method in
a synergistic fashion. Additional research is needed to better
understand the theoretical properties of such a hybrid control
strategy and to develop improved algorithms that allow faster
training of policy and value function representations.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed the recent advances and provided
perspectives for further research in four major directions
in which machine learning can aid in the design of model
predictive control (MPC) under uncertainty. These directions
included data-driven adaptation of the prediction model
and/or uncertainty description in MPC; learning parameters
of MPC laws in an automated manner (i.e., auto-tuning);
approximating MPC laws with explicit, cheap-to-evaluate
surrogates that are especially useful for embedded control
applications; and the synergy between reinforcement learning
and MPC, which can be central to the design of more practical reinforcement learning algorithms and providing insights
into the theoretical properties of MPC. We emphasize that
this is a rapidly evolving field and, thus, giving an exhaustive
account of the literature was beyond the scope of this paper.
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